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Introduction

When one first mentions John Milton's

Paradise Lost,

one is reminded of the fall of Adam and Eve.

Yet for the

reader who encounters this epic poem for the first time, a
surprise is waiting.

Milton centers his poem around Satan,

the fallen leader of the band of angels who rebel from
heaven.

Through his verse, Milton explores the thoughts and

motives of Satan, leaving the reader with an astonishing
Satan is a pitiable character.

reaction:

From the war in heaven, to the regions of hell, to the
Garden of Eden, Milton closely follows this downfallen
character.

He first emphasizes the heroic acts of Satan,

and then slowly, layer by layer, adds to the degradation of
the leader of hell.
Satan uses speeches of lament and is described as being
downfallen as well as eloquent; through these
characteristics the reader is moved to sympathy for Satan
because he is so miserable in his fallen state.
One may wonder why Milton concentrates so much on
Satan.

According to poet William Blake,
The reason Milton wrote in fetters when he wrote
of Angels & God, and at liberty when of Devils &
Hell, is because he was a true poet and of the
Devil's party without knowing it (6).

Could this accusation be true?

Was Milton really on Satan's

"side" when he wrote Paradise Lost?

One cannot deny that

Milton shows Satan to be heroic, yet Milton also shows Satan
to be pitiable.

Only through careful analysis and

interpretation of these two aspects may one fathom Milton's
reason for portraying Satan as he does.

The purpose of this

study is to show the reader what the consequences are for
feeling sorrow for Satan and the statement these feelings
make about the fallen, human condition.
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Chapter I:

Stand or Fall

As with any thousand-mile journey, one must take the
first step and start from the beginning.
Milton's Satan.

So it is with

Chronologically speaking, Satan's first

actions are shown in Book V, which concerns the rebellion of
Satan and his followers in heaven.

When God "proclaimed/

Messiah King anointed'' (V.663-664), Satan, in reaction to
Christ· s honor, " .

. could not bear/ Through pride that

sight, and thought himself impair'd'' (V.664-665).

According

to Douglas Bush, "God's proclamation of Christ as Messiah

[is] the event which inflames Satan to revolt'' (PL in Our

� 61).

Therefore, it is through jealousy that Satan

decides to rebel agaist God.

. of the

Satan was

first, / If not the first Arch-Angel, great in Power, / In
favor and preeminence'' (V.659-661).

He is insulted that he

does not receive the honor Christ did.

In fact, as M. V.

Rama Sarma comments, "He feels slighted in being made
subservient to the Son of God . . . " ( 82).

His pride is

stung because he knows he is an "Arch-Angel" and has "power
in heaven; he feels he is in some way deficient or
"impair'd" because "favor" is not given to him in this
instance.
His jealousy growing, Satan gathers a group of angels
and suggests they prepare a reception for the new king of

heaven.

Satan
. casts between
Ambiguous words and jealousies, to sound
Or taint integrity; but all obeyed
The wonted signal, and superior voice
Of thir great Potentate; for great indeed
His name, and high was his degree in Heav·n;
His count·nance, as the Morning Star that guides
The starry flock, allur·ct them, and with lies
Drew after him the third part of Heav·n·s Host
(V.702-710).

Satan is deceitful here, but he must get the other angels·
attention.

To tempt them "with lies" is the best way of

persuasion he knows.

Since Satan is "great" in heaven, the

other angels agree to follow him.

He uses his skills of

leadership to draw the "third part of Heav·n·s Host" into
his upcoming plans.
As Satan proceeds with his gathering, Milton turns to
God and Christ.

God saw

Rebellion rising, saw in whom, how spread
Among the sons of Morn, what multitudes
Were banded to oppos� his high Decree;
And smil[ed] to his only Son .
.(V.715-718).
This glimpse of God leaves the reader with an odd
impression.

First, God sees a threat to "his high Decree"

which implies vanity; and second, His smile to Christ shows
. such
a certain kind of smugness. He says to Christ, " .
a foe/ Is rising, who intends to erect his Throne/ Equal
to ours

" (V.724-726).

impression of conceit.

God's words add to the

Christ answers to his Father,

. Mighty Father, thou thy foes/

Justly hast in

derision, and secure/ Laugh'st at thir vain designs and
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tumults vain'' (V.735-737).

Milton's God is shown to be a

cold, impersonal character.

He is actually laughing at

Satan and the plan for rebellion.

G. Rostrevor Hamilton

writes, "There is no hint that he feels grief at the
severance of intercourse with the bright beings whom his
love has created, or sorrow for their eternal perdition"
(34).

From a human standpoint, one may identify with

Satan's hurt pride, and the ridicule here makes one feel
empathy for Satan and his cause.
Meanwhile, Satan begins his speech to the angels:
For thither he assembl'd all his Train,
Pretending so commanded to consult
About the great re eption of thir King,
Thither to come, and with calumnious Art
Of counterfeited truth thus held thir ears
(V. 767-771).
No one has ever rebelled against heaven, and Satan is very
much aware of this fact.
present his proposal.

He must use deceit so he may

His qualities of leadership are

evident here because he has fully grasped the angels'
attention.
Satan says to the congregation of angels,
Thrones, Dominations, Princedoms, Virtues,
Powers,
If these magnific Titles yet remain
Not merely titular, since by Decree
Another now hath to himself engross·t
All Power, and us eclipst under the name
Of King anointed
.(V.772-777) .
Bush says that

Satan is "

. the leader of a rebellion

mak ing a speech of exhortation to his followers, flattering
and arousing them by recalling what splendid titles and
powers they have enjoyed and are now being deprived of'' (PL
9

in Our Time 19).

Satan calls the angels by their titles in

heaven to show their glory, yet he stresses that their
position may be threatened because God has chosen that
Christ be the "anoint,:=:d King" of heaven.

Since the honor is

"by decree," Satan argues that none of them has any choice
in the matter; their order in heaven has been "eclipst" by
having a leader who is not of their own choosing.
Satan continues with talk of how they are being forced
to bow down to this new king.

He adds,

Will ye submit your necks, and choose to bend
The supple knee? ye will not, if I trust
To know ye right, or if ye know yourselves
Natives and Sons of Heav·n possest before
By none, and if not equal all, yet free,
Equally free; for Orders and Degrees
Jar not with liberty, but well consist
(V.787-793).
The argument here is for the angels· sense of their own
freedom in heaven.

In the past they were able to enjoy all

the liberties of heaven, and this new "decree" is
undermining the concept of being "equal."

Even if there are

"Orders and Degrees" within the hierarchy of angels, there
ought to be the right to do ao they choose.

Satan's pride

causes him to feel that the appointment of Christ as king
has infringed on that right.
Gaining momentum, Satan continues,
Who can in reason then or right assume
Monarchy over such as live by right
His equals, if in power and splendor less,
In freedom equal? or can introduce
Law and Edict on us, who without law
Err not? much less for this to be our Lord,
And look for adoration to th' abuse
Of those Imperial Titles which assert
Our being ordain'd to govern, not to serve?
(V. 794-802).
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B. A. \/\/right says, "'He claims that in refusing to accept
this new Lord they are only asserting their right to
equality and freedom'' (130).

Having established their sense

of freedom in heaven, Satan argues for them to ponder over
the consequences of having a new king.

If they are

"'equals," then who is to "assume monarchy" over all?

If

their "power and splendor" iB lessened, then their "Imperial
Titles" are a falsehood; these "titles" enable them to be
rulers, not servants.

He also questions how God and Christ,

since they are not governed by anyone or anything, can
impose "law and edict" in heaven.

Satan's reasoning appeals
If one's

to humans in their subordinate, fallen condition.

pride has been crushed and superiority threatened, then one
tries to re-establish one's sense of well being.

That is

precisely what Satan is doing here.
The only angel to stand up to Satan is Abdiel.

He

argues against Satan's ideas and claims Satan is an ingrate:
. the mighty Father made
All things, ev'n thee, and all the Spirits of
Heav'n
By him created in thir bright degrees,
Crown'd them with glory (V.836-839).
Abdie

says that God is the maker of all things, even their

glory.

God is also responsible for all they have come to

know and honor.

Satan counterargues Abdi.el with,

. who saw
When this creation was? remember'st thou
Thy making, while the Maker gave thee being?
We know no time when we were not as now;
Know none before us, self-begot, self-rais'd
.(V.856-861).
By our own quick'ning power .
Some critics claim this argument is not well-founded in
11

reason, but Hamilton defends Satan·s words:

"Denying the

all-power of the monarch agaist whom he rebels, why should
not Satan deny equally that the monarch is the source of all
life?'' (22).

The effectiveness of Satan·s argument is

strong because he is trying to stress the power they possess
Abdiel is not moved by

and their own self-containment.

Satan·s reasoning and leaves the congregation.

The other

angels, however, remain and accept Satan·s persuasion; his
attempt at a rebellion is working.
In Book VI, the war in heaven begins, and Abdiel meets
Satan face to face.

Abdiel remarks that the rebellion

aga nst God is a foolish idea, and Satan tells him,
At first I thought that Liberty and Heav·n
To heav'nly Souls had been all one; but now
I see that most through sloth had rather serve,
Minist'ring Spirits, train'd up in Feast and Song;
Such hast thou arm'd, the Minstrelsy of Heav·n,
Servility with freedom to contend,
As both their deeds compar'd this day shall prove
(VI .164-170).
Before Satan rebelled, he thought that everyone had
"11berty" in heaven; now he believes that the followers of
God are only "train'd" to serve heaven and that they do not
have the "freedom" of doing as they choose.
with Milton's character:

Hamilton agrees

. the [unfallen] angels are

somehow a little tame; they lack freedom, in the regular
intercourse of Heaven, for a high and daring initiative"
(37).

For those angels who follow Satan, he is indeed

offering them a "higb and daring initiative":
offering a rebellion from heaven.
Ab<liel explains that 1t is not servitude
12

he is

When he who rules is worthiest, and exc�ls
Them whom he governs. This is servitude,
To serve th' unwise, or him who hath rebell'd
Against his worthier, as thine now serve thee,
Thyself not free, but to thyself enthrall'd
(VI.177-181).
Abdiel argues that a ruler must excel by being "wise"; to
rebel against God, Satan's superior, is only to bind oneself
Satan is indeed very prideful

to self-pride and self-love.

of himself, but only because he feels himself to be deprived
by not being honored like Christ.
As the battle breaks out, Abdiel strikes Satan and
ten paces huge/ he [Satan] back recoil'd .
(VI.193-194).

Milton then writes, "Amazement seiz'd / The

Rebel Thrones, but greater rage to see/ .
foil'd thir mightiest

" (VI .198-200).

. [Abdiel]
This is the

first physical strike against Satan, and his "recoiling"
shows he will encounter a difficult battle.
The war continues, and Michael, seeing the destruction,
t�lls Satan he and his crew are banished from heaven into
hell forever.

Satan replies,

. thou shouldst hope, imperious, and with
threats
To chase me hence? err not that so shall end
The strife which thou call'st evil, but wee style
The strife of Glory: which we mean to win,
Or turn this Heav·n itself into the Hell
Thou fabl'st, here however to dwell free,
If not to reign: meanwhile thy utmost force,
And join him nam'd 'Almighty· to thy aid,
I fly not, but have sought thee far and nigh
(VI.287-295).
Hamilton says that "the unfallen angels

have no

realisation of evil; it was unknown and unnamed till Satan's
revolt" (39).

Even when "evil" is "known" and "named,"
13

Satan does not accept Michael's definition of "evil":
"When

. Satan says, 'The strife which thou callst evil

but wee style / The strife of Glorie

' he tells

us

. how h,�

133).

Therefore, to all of heaven Satan's cause is evil; to

. regards his own heroic role" (Wright

Satan, his cause is glorious and heroic.

Also through

these lines Satan shows his courage and ambition; Michael
may threaten Satan all that he wants, but the rebel angel
stands true to his cause.

He is not fleeing from danger;

rather, he is facing his battles and he is in pursuit of
victory.
When they finally duel, Michael wounds Satan:
then Satan first knew pain, / And writh'd him to and fro
convolv'd

. " (VI, 327--328).

Because Satan i.s immortal,

his wound is not fatal, but he is carried to his chariot
Gnashing for anguish and despite and shame
To find himself not matchless, and his pride
Humbl'd by such rebuke,so far beneath
His confidence to equal God in power (VI.340-343).
Satan is not only in physical pain, but also in emotional
turmoil.

He realizes that he is "not matchless," and this

shame brought on him in front of the other angels hurts
almost as badly as his wound.

Even though Milton shows the

courage of Satan in battle, he also portrays the weaker,
frightened side of Satan.

This "human" nature allows the

reader to identify even more with Satan's cause because
Satan is shown to have a very real human reaction to the
pain.
Meanwhile the other angels battle and the war becomes
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"foul disorder" (VI. 388) .

Eventually,

what stood, recoil'd
o·erwearied, through the faint Satanic Host
Defensive scarce, or with pale fear surpris'd,
Then first with fear surpris'd and sense of pain
Fled ignominious, to such evil brought
By sin of disobedience, till that hour
Not liable to fear or flight or pain (VI.391-397).
Through Satan·s coaxing the rebel angels expect an easy
battle, b i.t the "fea:r

and sense of pain" causes them

to flee from the battleground.

They feel the shame and

degradation of their sin because they have been wounded both
physically and emotionally during this fight.
As night falls, Satan begins a speech "thus undismay'd"
(VI.417).

He says to the angels,
0 now in danger tri'd, now known in Arms
Not to be overpower·ct, Companions dear,
Found worthy not of Liberty alone,
Too mean pretense, but what we more affect,
Honor, Dominion, Glory, and renown (VI.418-422).

Satan knows the angels are shaken from their first battle,
and he points out they are not overthrown.

He rallies them

by saying they not only detierve the "liberty" from the
rebellion, but also the "glory and renown" from victory.

He

goes on:
. True is, less firmly armed,
Some disadvantage we endur·ct and pain,
Till now not known, but known as soon contemn'd,
Since now we find this our Empyreal form
Incapable of mortal injury,
Imperishable, and though pierc'd with wound,
Soon closing, and by native vigor heal'd
(VI.430-436).
Arnold Stein interprets these lines:

"We endured some

disadvantage, he admits, and pain, though as soon as we came
to kn.illi that evil we were able to be superior to it by
15

despising it" (AS 31).

Satan admits that their first

experience with pain has been horrible, but the fact that
they are still alive and well shows they have the
pereeverance not only to eurvive, but also to win.
Satan then explains they need to find "

more

valid Arms, / [and] Weapons more violent'' (VI.438-439).

He

adds,
. if other hidden cause
Left them Superior, while we can preserve
Unhurt our minds, and understanding sound,
Due search and consultation will disclose
(VI.442-445).
Satan proposes that they discuss the unfallen angels·
options in warfare, and in order to do so, they must
maintain their courage and pride.

Stein comments, "It is

mind over matter; that is, the unconquerable will over
mated. al evil" (8.S.. 31.).

If they "preserve" their thoughts

of steadfastness and victory, then they will be able to
discuss battle strategies clearly.
Nisroch, an angel who has been severely battered,
speaks:
. unequal work we find
Against unequal arms to fight in pain
Against unpain'd, impassive; from which evil
Ruin must needs ensue; for what avails
Valor or strength, though matchless, quell'd with
pain
Which all subdues, and makes remiss the hands
. (VI.453-459).
Of Mightiest .
Hamilton writes, "The unfallen angels, even in the blast of
war, are 'unobnoxious· to pain; pain is left to the fallen"
(39).

Nisroch argues that fighting against God's angels is

"painful" because those angels seem unmoved by the fight.
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He also says that only evil can come from the way they have
been fighting and "valor or strength" can overcome the shame
they have experienced that day.
Satan then suggests they invent "hollow Engines long
and round" (VI. 484).

He is referring, of course, to
. Meanwhile revive; /

artillery. After that, he says,

Abandon fear; to strength and counsel join'd/ Think nothing
hard, much less to be despaired'' (VI.493-495).
states that E,atan is "
them for battle'' (12).

Hamilton

. giving them heart and arraying
Satan senses the angels are worried,
Satan

and he boosts their spirits with his strong words.

points out that they are in "counsel join'd" and their
thoughts must be strong and not weakened by fear.

"He

ended, and his words thir languisht hope reviv'd'' (VI.496Satan is showing his heroic qualities of being a

497).
leader.

Even when the angels almost lose their hope, he

revives their cause.
The next day, one of God's angels, Zophiel, sees S· tan
and his troops gathering towards them.
comrades,

Zophiel warns his

so thick a Cloud/ He comes, and sett.I'd

in his face I see/ Sad resolution and secure" (VI.539-541).
Satan's determination to win this battle is so strong that
it is evident even to his foes.
Satan uses the artillery on God's angels, and the
impact takes them by surprise.

The destruction is great,

and Satan is faced with a dilemma:
if on they rush'd repulse
Repeated, and indecent overthrow
17

Doubl'd, would render them yet more despis'd,
And to thir foes a laughter (VI.600-603).
The other option, "
worse abhorr'd .

. back defeated to return/ They
. " (VI. 606-607).

If the rebels were to

fire again on the other angels, it would be a disgraceful
victory; if Satan and his followers were to back off, it
would make them look like cowards.
Satan, being the leader that he is, skillfully but not
tactfully solves the problem.

He wonders aloud, " .

come not on these Victors proud?" (VI.609).

. why

He then

sarcastically states,
. straight they chang'd thir minds,
Flew off, and into strange vagaries fell,
As they would dance, yet for a dance they seem'd
Somewhat extravagant and wild, perhaps
For joy of offer'd peace: But I suppose
If our proposals once again were heard
We should compel them to a quick result
(VI.613-619).
This might be considered "playing dirty," but if Satan
really wanted to destroy the other angels, he would have
automatically commanded his troops to fire once more.
Because he is not completely fallen yet, he still has some
honor about him.

He must adopt a tone of ridicule to

maintain his positon of leader to his own troops.
Satan and his followers
Stood scoffing, highth'n'd in thir thoughts beyond
All doubt of Victory, eternal might
To match with thir inventions they presum'd
.(VI.629-632).
So easy
Satan is actually stalling for time because he thinks the
other angels will surrender; he does not want to harm them
any further.

Satan and his crew believe they have found
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victory, but they are 0ver-�onfident.

The heavenly angels

gather together their forces and tear up mountains to throw
at the rebel;3:
. Amaze,
Be sure, and terror seiz'd the rebel Host,
When coming towards them so dread they saw
The bottom of the Mountains upward turn'd
( VI. 646-649)
. all

Their self-confidence has turned into "terror":

thir confidence/ Under the weight of Mountains buried deep,
. " (VI.651-653).

/ Themselves invaded next

They have

been .aught unaware, and this surprise undermines their
boldness.
Some of the rebel angels are able to fight back, but
. now all Heav·n / Had gone to wrack, with ruin
overspread'' (VI.669-670).

God, realizing that the war has

gone on long enough, sends Christ to banish the rebels from
heaven.

When Satan and the others see Christ coming, "They

hard'n'd more by what might most reslaim, / Grieving to see
his Glory, at the sight/ Took envy .

" (VI.791-793).

The "glory" ,)f Christ reminds the rebel angels of what they
do not have, and others might repent for their rebellion,
but because of their pride and ambition, they just become
"hard'n'cl."

The sight of Christ does have some adver1:.:e

effects on them.

Their envy becomes even more securely

rooted, yet the absence of good causes them sorrow.
Christ spe ks to the heavenly angels:
not you but mee they have despis'd,
Yet envied; against me is all thir rage,
Because the Father, t'whom in Heav·n supreme
Kingdom and Power and Glory appertains,
Hath honor'd me according to his will.
19

Therefore to mee thir doom he hath assign'd;
That they may have thir wish, to try with mee
In Battle whic1 the stronger proves
(VI.812-819).
Christ accepts his duty of punishing the rebel angels.

He

knows he le the cause 0f the upset in heaven, yet he
understands that it is God's will that he be king.

Christ

cotld destroy the rebels if he wanted, "Yet half hie
strenghth he put 1ot forth, but check'd / His Thunder in mid
Volley, f r he meant/ Not to destroy, but root them out of
Heav·n·· (VI.853-855).

One may make a comparison her

between Christ and Satan when he could have destroyed the
heavenly angels.

Neither ch racter means to wholly

er- dicate anyone, and thiB "holding back" may be
interpreted as the goodness of God within both of them, with
Satan's goodness, of course, being tarnished by his sin.
Christ decides to take action, and he "Drove them
before him Thunder-struck, pursu'd / With terrors and with
furies

" (VI. 858--859).

As Christ closes in on them,

the rebels see
. the wasteful Deep; the monstrous sight
Struck them with horror backward, but far worse
Urg'd them 'ehind; headlong themselves they threw
Down from the verge of Heav·n, Eternal wrath
Burn'd after them to the bottomless pit
(VI.862-866).
Joseph H. Summers points out the surprise these lines
contain:

"The farthest thing from Satan·s expectation was

that he and his crew should cooperate with the divine
judgment against themselves, that they should acknowledge
and, helpless for the moment, choose their own defeat"
(123).

The rebellious angels realize that they are no match
20

for Christ and nillingly throw th-?.me.:e1ves into "thE::
W,:l_Eit ef 1_iJ Deep," juct at: they wi lingly throw themselves
into evil. To argue here that it is cowardly for them to run
is a misjudgment.

Satan starts a rebellion, and he and the

others follow through with their plans.

Even though the war

in heaven is a "lost cause," one must admire the
steadfastness of these rebels.
The story line then goes on to Book I and centers
around the angels after the revolt in heaven.
that "

Bush says

the first book is full of pictures that suggest

the strength and corruption, the dignity and degradation, of

" (Milton 172).

the damned

the fallen ones in this manner: "

Milton describes Satan and
. hee with his horrid

crew/ Lay vanquisht, rolling in the fiery Gulf/ Confounded
though immortal .

. (I.5 -53).

This first glimpse of Satan

and his crew a ter the fall shows the angels are overthrown,
and Milton points out that they are doomed for ever, since
they are immortal.
Milton goes on to describe Satan reminiscing about
heaven:
. for now the thought
Both of lost happiness and lasting pain
Torments him; round he throws his baleful eyes
That witness·ct huge affliction and dismay
Mixt with obdurate pride and steadfast hate
(I.54-58).
Satan i13 thinking of the "lost" joy he once had in heaven,
and by his "pride" and his "hate," the joy is destroyed.
feeling of pity is brought about in the reader because of
the eense of despair over the "lost happiness" that ,:;annot
21

A

be repossessed because of Satan's "choice of evil."
Satan looks around at his surroundings and all he sees
The dismal Situation waste and wild,
A Dungeon horrible, on all sides round
As one great Furnace flam'd, yet from those flames
No light, but rather darkness visible
Serv'd only t di�cover sights of woes,
Regions of sorrow, doleful shades, where peace
And rest can never dwell, hope never comes
That comes to all; but torture without end
Still urges
.(I.60-68).
A. J. A. Waldo,:k says of Milton's hell, "He [Milton] wanted
to convey, as far as he could, the effect of a genuine hell;
but he also wanted, still more, to make the
intense'' (94).

rama in Hell

Milton's description of the setting shows

the reader "a genuine hell" as well as "intense drama."

The

fallen angels' surroundings are quite gloomy and Milton
emphasizes the effect of this setting on the fallen angels.
The fires that burn do not give off any light; there is only
"darkness visible."

No illumination from he ven ,�an be

found here; only glimpses of "sights of woes" can be seen.
The anguish felt in hell will never be soothed because
"peace and rest can never dwell" in this place.

In the

whole "dismal situation," Satan senses the "hope [that]
never comes" and the "torture without end."

Considering the

"celestial light" (I.245) in heaven, this contrast .::;hoW,3 how
far the angels have fallen.

Milton himself describes hell

best: "O how unlike the place from whence they fell!"
(I.75).
When Satan first speaks, he speaks with " .
22

. bold

words / Breaking the horrid silence
Stein says this speech " .

.

" (I.82-83).

. is introduced by the specific

reference to Satan's torment and to the bold words that
break the horrid silence-- .

bold because they express a

will that can rise above the real terror of the numbing
silence" (AS 124).

Milton shows Satan as the bold c:ommander

he was in heaven, yet this time he must try to overcome the
"torment" and "terror" that every one of the fallen angels
encounters.
As Satan observe� Beelzebub, the second in command,
Satan is shocked at what he sees.

Stein says that " .

memory of past and present interferes .

violently and

shakes loose the stunned surprise that must have been the
shaping force of his first articulation, now finally
stum,ling its way into form" (AS_ 125).

S t·n says to the

other fallen angel,
If thou beest hee; But O how fall'n!
how chang'd
From him, who in the happy Realms of Light
Cloth'd with transcendent brightness didst
outshine
. (I. 84-87).
MyriadE., though bright .
The contrast of the now fallen Beelzebub and the bright
angel that was once in heaven is parallel to the contrast of
he gloominess of hell and the celestial brightness of
heaven.

Satan realizef:: that he himself is also "fall'n"

when he says Beelzebub was "Joined with me once [by mutual
league J , now
91).

hath joined/ In equal ruin

The previous "joining

." (I.90-

was the revolt in heaven; now

all of the glory of the revolt has turned to misery.
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Even though Satan realizes both Beelzebub and he have
been banished from heaven, he speaks with bravado:
. What though the field be lost?
All is not lost; the unconquerable Will,
And study of revenge, immortal hate,
And courage never to submit or yield:
And what is else not to be overcome?
That Glory never shall his wrath or might
Extort from me .
.(I.105-111).
Hamilton says that the above quoted lines show Satan·s
. spirit of revenge and his readiness for guile.

But

at the same time his words suggest heroic qualities .
(9).

Even though Satan is in despair over his downfall, he

tries to keep Beelzebub's and his own courage up by claiming
"all is not lost."

there is more

Hamilton adds, "

than malice here, more than bombast; there is greatness,
indeed sublimity, in courage, endurance and determination"
( 9).

Satan speaks of "the unconquerable will" that w.ill

lead him to "revenge"; it is through th.i s "will" that Satan
shows Hamilton· s "courage, endurance and determinat;ion."
Also through this "will" Satan·s pride and ambition show;
Satan wi.11 maintain the "glory" he thinks he possesses by
exercising these two characteristics.
Ar- Satan finishes h.is speech, Milton writes, "So cpo.ke
th' Apostate Angel, though in pain, / Vaunting aloud, but
rackt with deep despair'' (I.125-126).

Satan is quite upset

over losing heaven, yet he cannot let Beelzebub know thiR
"deep despair."

Stein explains the contrast between Satan·s

"heroic" speech and his emotional turmoil:

"This conflict

marks, with a literal accuracy and precision that are
dazzling, the tormented relationship between the external
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boast and the internal despair" (8..S. 124).

Satan cannot

allow hit:., "inner" s�lf to overcorie his "external" showing of
pride.

In order to maintain his stamina, Satan shows his

"p:dde" and "hate" by "vaunting aloud."
Beelzebub answers Satan by saying,
Too well I see and rue the dire event,
That with sad overthrow and foul defeat
Hath lost ur Heav·n, and all this mighty Host
In horrible destruction laid thus low (I.134-137).
Beelzebub sees in hell the same "destruction" that Satan
does.

Beelzebub also realizes heaven has been lost to all

of the rebelling angels for ever and the outcome saddenr him
because they are "laid thus low."
Continuing with his speech, Beelzebub concludes, "What
can it then avail though yet we feel/ Strength undiminisht,
or eternal being/ To undergo eternal punishment?'' (I.153155).

Beelzebub is having trouble keeping up his faith in

their cause; he realizes that they sti 1 have their
"strength," but this fact is undermined by their awareness
of the "eternJ.l punishment" of rebelling against God.
Realizing both of them are losing their courage, Satan
tells Beelzebub, "Fall'n Cherub, to be weak is miserable/
Doing or Suffering
that this passage

" (I.157-158).

Stein points out

. gives us a fine example of his

[Satan's] irony, apparently human in its expression of
superiority through inclusion of self .
specifica ly, Satan shows dramatic irony.

.

"

(Pili 46).

This passage

shows Satan is already "weak" and "miPerable" by being
"fall'n"; calling Beelzebub what Satan j_s himself shows
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More

Satan has not truly grasped the situation at hand.
As Satan continues with his speech, the dramatic irony
is even more evident.

Satan says,

. but of this be sure,
To do aught good never will be our task,
But ever to do ill our sole delight,
As being the contrary to his high will
Whom we resist. If then his Providence
Out of our evil seek to ·ring forth good,
Our labor must be to pervert that end,
And out of good still to find means of evil
(I. 158-165).
Rama Sarrna states, "If God creates something good out of
evil, imme iately Satan feels it is his duty to destroy that
good" ( 41).

Stein adds, "Satan recognizes and rebels

against the part of the moral law that may bring good out of
The scope of the epic does not p .rmit Satan ever

evil.

to realize, dramatically, that good is brought about through
his evil" (AS_ 8).
Satan's intentions.

One may now come to a conclusion about
Satan claims that if God plans on

bringing out some good from the fallen angels' example of
evil, then the fallen ones must find some way to "pervert"
this plan; even though some good may come from the evil,
Satan plans on drawing out the evil that began that good.
Here Milton shows that Satan's plan is to act by perversion;
Satan has no intentions of reaching his goals by noble
means.

This twisted plan shows that the "heroic" Satan

Milton is portraying is actually a fallen being who, through
his pride and ambition, is trying to muster up all the
courage he can so he will not back out on his mission of
rebellion.
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As Satan continues, he proposes that they rest, so that
he may decide what they shou d do:
Seest thou yon dreary Plain forlorn and wild,
The seat of desolation, void of light,
Save what the glimmering of these livid flames
Casts pale and dreadful? Thither let us tend
From off the tossing of these fiery waves,
There rest, if any rest can harbor there
(I.180-185).
Waldock says of Milton's hell, "
than a vast concentration camp:

it is less a hell
less even that than a vast,

remote, somewhat gloomy and uncomfortable shelter where the
defeated rebels can rest, recover their strength, and
'regroup'" (93).

Even though this hell may be seen as a

kind of "concentration camp," Satan knows he must search for
some kind of comfort.

His emotions are wearing on him, and

he needs to pull himself together.
Stein points out that Milton's

Christian Doctrine gives

the reader considerable insight to Milton's philosophy of
evil.

Miltom writes that
. guiltiness is either accompanied or followed by
. also by the loss of divin:
terrors of conscience.
protection and countenance, and the degradation of the
mind .
(394).

I personally see a link between what Milton says in the
above passage from the

Christian Doctrine and the following.

Satan stretches out prone and Milton writes,
. the will
And high permission of all ruling Heaven
Left him at large to his own dark designs,
That with reiterated crimes he might
Heap on himself damnation .
.(I.211-215).
By allowing Satan to meditate on "his own dark designs," God
knows Satan will suffer a "conscious degradation of mind"
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and the guilt resulting from this act will cause Satan to
feel his damnation.

Satan's conscience will get the better

of him.
As Satan is meditating, Milton writes, " .

. on

himself / Treble ,:;onfusion, wrath and vengeance pour· d"
(I.219-220).

OnQe again one may turn to Milton's Christian

Do�trine for more insight into Satan·s predicament:
This [spiritual] death consists, first, in the
loss or at least the extensive darkening of that
right reason, whose function it was to discern the
chief good, and which was, as it were, the life of
the understanding. . . . Secondly, in that
extinction of righteousness and of the liberty to
do good, and in that slavish subjection to sin �nd
the devil which is, as it were, the death of the
will ( 395).
Satan·s confusion, therefore, may be attributed to his
fallen condition.

The evil state in which he has found

himself has taken away all possibilities of salvation and
the "liberty to do good."

One may conclude that Satan·s

conscience is starting to hurt him, and he is beginning to
see how diemal his situation really is.
Milton then states, "Forthwith upright he rears from
off the Pool'' (I.221).

This action shows Satan is gathering

all his self composure and he is about to spring into
action.

He finally reaches dry land, and when he sees the

new surroundings, he laments,
Is this the Region, this the Soil, the Clime,
. this the seat
That we must change for Heav·n, this mornful gloom
F0r that celestial light? .
.(I.242-245).
Satan is obviously distressed at the thought of the new home
for the fallen angels and himself, and he remembers with
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regr'3t the "celet.iti.::i.l light" of heaven.
Further on, Satan addresses heaven and hell:
. Farewell happy Fields
Where Joy for ever dwells: Hail horrors, hail
Infernal world, and thou profoundest Hell
Receive thy new Possessor .
.(I.249-252).
Stein, in his article ''Satan·s Metamorphoses:
Speech," refers to this passage as a "
authentic defiance·· (103).
from him for ever.

The Internal

. note of

Satan knows now heaven is barred

He also admits hell is full of

"horrors," yet he thinks of himself as the "new possessor.
All in all, perhaps Satan is just trying to make the best of
a bad situation.
As Satan is thinking about this situation, he decides
that he himself has
A mind not to be chang·ct by Place or Time.
The mind is its own place, and in itself
Can make a Heav·n of Hell, a Hell of Heav·n.
What matter where, if I be still the same,
And what I should be, all but less than hee
Whom Thunder hath made greater? .
. (I. 253-258).
Considering Satan·s saying farewell to heaven and calling
hell an "infernal world," the reader knows here Satan is
again showing bravado.

He is trying to say he made up his

own mind to leave heaven, and anywhere he goes, he can make
that place heaven in his own mind.

Stein points out that

. the mind that asserts it is its own place can,
backed by the will and disdain, ass�rt its mastery over
situation" (AS_ 45).
over matter.

In simpler words, it is a case of mind

Satan thinks he is still the same as when he

fell from heaven, even though he may not be "greater" than
God.

In fact, the claim that only "thunder" makes God
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"greater" is a misconception on Satan's part; the evil one
is fooling only himself.
After admitting that God may be greater, Satan consoles
himself with
. Here at least
We shall be free; th' Almighty hath not built
Here for his envy, wi 1 not drive us hence:
Here we may reign secure, and in my choice
To reign is worth ambit on though in Hell:
Better to reign in Hell, than serve in Heav·n
(I.258-263).
Once again Satan shows some form of courage.
states that "

Rama Sarma

. one is forced to admire the love of

liberty (in fact power) in him'' (88).

Satan realizes God

will let them remain in hell because it is a dismal place.
Satan also claims that in hell they will be "free"; perhaps
he realizes that the place is so disgusting even God will
not bother them.

Satan fancies himself the ruler of this

underworld, and he tries to convince Beelzebub and himself
that it is much better to rule themselves in such a vile
place than be ruled over in a happier place.

Through this

reasoning, Satan shows he does not really like his new
surroundings, but because of his "love of liberty," he will
try to make do with what he has.
Beelzebub listens to what Satan has to say and
Beelzebub admits that the "brave" words will once again
rally the troop of fallen angels:
If once they hear that voice, thir liveliest
pledge
Of hope in fears and dangers, heard so oft
In worst extremes, and on the perilous edge
Of battle when it rag·ct, in all assaults
Thir surest signal, they will soon resume
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New courage and revive

. (I. 27 4-279).

Through this passage Beelzebub shows he believes Satan has
the power to awaken the other angels.

Beelzebub claims that

at Satan·s coaxing, the angels were reassured in the ··worst
extremes" during the war in heaven, and if Satan maintains
his "courageou::::" type of speech, the angels will be
"revived" in their "cour,:ige."
As Satan looks on the fallen angels, he is "Under
amazement at thir hideous change. / He call"d so loud, that
all the hollow Deep/ Of Hell resounded

." (I.313-315).

The other angels, like Beelzebub, have lost their grandeur.
Satan realizes that if he does not call out to his comrades,
they will give up all hope.

His loud, almost heroic call

arouses all of the fallen ones:
ever fall"n" (I.330).

"Awake, arise, or be for

Rama Sarma writes, ".

. the

terrific war cry of Satan goes like a clarion call to be
benumbed angels and stirs them into action'' (83).

Milton

then writes,
They heard, and were abasht, and up they sprung
Upon the wing; as when men wont to watch
On duty, sleeping found by whom they dread,
Rouse and bestir themselves ere well awake.
Nor did they not perceive the evil plight
In which they were, or the fierce pains not feel;
Yet to thir General's Voice they soon obey"d
Innumerable
.(I.331-338).
This first glimpse of the fallen angels shows they are very
much like Satan.

Since they are "abasht" in their fallen

state, it shows they do not want Satan to think they are
cowards.

The bravado shown earlier by Satan is shown here.

Even though the angels do leap up, they are fully aware of
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their "evil p.light" and "fierce pains," and their "General,"
Satan, causes them to "awake, ari::: ;e."
The angels have been stripped of their indentities in
heaven.

Milton writes that " .

. of thir Names in

heav'nly Records now/ Be no memorial, blotted out and ras'd
/ By thir Rebellion, from the Books of Life'' (I.361-363).
Through these .lines Milton informs the reader that the
previous names of the fallen angels have been forgotten in
heaven, due to the "rebellion."

Since there is

no

memorial," one may conclude God has disowned all the fallen
angels and their very existence has almost been denied.
Mario A. Di Cesare, .in "Paradise Lost and Epic Tradition,"
says that the angels "

. have no old names, no memorial

in God's book; they have no new names yet; their ·names·
will be acquired later by way of their demonic activities"
(35).

Milton adds, "Then were they known to men by vari:'lUS

Names,/ And various Idols through the Heathen World"
(I.374-375).

The angels have fallen from the highest, most

celestial indentities to the lowest and basest form of
beings.
At first Milton describes the fallen angels as
defeated, but when they see Satan, their leader, they begin
to revive.

Milton describes the demons as looking
Downcast and damp, yet such wherein appear'd
Obscure some glimpse of joy, to have found thir
chief
Not in despair, to have found themselves not lost
In loss itself; which on his count·nance cast
Like doubtful hue: but he his wonted pride
Soon recollecting, with high words, that bore
Semblance of worth, not substance, gently rais'd
Thir fainting courage, and dispell'd thir fears
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(I.523-530).

The fallen angels are "downcast," but when they
. s
, ee th
. a,
t
Satan is revolting against "despair" and filling himself
with "pride," they discover a "glimpse of joy," or a chance
for hope from their desperate situation.

Milton says

Satan's speech is full of "high words that bore/ Semblance
of some Horth, not r::substance."

W,Si.ldocli: clEtims that the

phrase "semblance of worth" is a warning from Milton, a
"guarding phrase" (79).

Actually by this passage, Milton is

showing the vulnerable side of Satan.

He is trying to

maintain a courageous front even though in actuality he is
very shaken.

Considering his emotional upheaval, Satan

tries his very best to arouse his fallen troops.

That his

speech has no �ubstance really is not the matter at hand:
at least Satan raises the angels' "courage" and eases their
"feare::."
Satan does not cause his troops to become angered,
rather within them
Deliberate valor breath'd, firm and unmov'd
With dread of death to flight or foul retreat,
Nor wanting power to mitigate and swage
With solemn touches, troubl'd thoughts, and chase
Anguish and doubt and fear and sorrow and pain
From mortal or immortal minds. Thus they
Breathing united force with fixed thought
Mov'd on in silence to soft Pipes that charm'd
Thir painful steps o'er the burnt soil.
(I.554-562).
Satan has moved the angels to "deliberate valor"; they do
"dread" what is going to happen to them, but they push aside
all "troubl'd thoughts."

They know they must show courage

for their leader, even though they do not realize their
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steadfastness i8 only bravado.
maintain a kind of calmness.

With "fixed thought" they
The "silence" mentioned here

makes the reader wonder how long their bravado will last.
As Satan looks over hL::: troops, .. . . . his heart / Distends
with pride, and hard'ning in his strength/ Glories
(I.571-573).

Satan is proud of the angels for rallying

against their fallen t:ta.te.

The

"pride" mentioned here

causes Satan to shin_ almost as brightly as he once did in
heaven:
. he above the rest
In shape and gesture proudly eminent
Stood like a Tow·r; his form had not yet lost
All her Original brightness, nor appear"d
Less than Arch-Angel ruin"d, and th· excess
Of Glory obscur·d . . . (I.589-594).
Even though Satan is "proudly eminent," Milton reminds the
reader that Satan is the "Arch-Angel rui:n'd," even though he
Rama

still maintains part of his "original brightness."
Sarma writes that Satan "

. is like a ruined cathedral

or a tower that still retains about it certain signs of past
glory.

These may look imposing even in their ruins.

The glory is obscured, not altogether departed'' (86).

To

make Satan·s appearance clearer, Milton compares the
brightness to " .

. the Sun new ris"n / .

. through the

Horizontal mirty Air/ Shorn of his beams'' (I.594-596) or
. the Moon/ In dim Eclipse .

. " (I.596-597).

Rama

Sarina says, "The picture that Milton gives of Satan in this
passage is a mixture of brightness and darkness.

As an

archangel he still retains a few traces of the original
goodness that essentially belonged to him'' (86).
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Even

th0ugh the sun and moon may shine quite brightly, when they
are clouded over by mist or eclipse, their true brilliance
is covered up.

One might say that Satan·s true brightness

is clouded over by the evil he has chosen.
Milton once again describes Satan.

Even though Satan

may be fallen,
. yet shone
Above them all th· Arch-Angel: but his face
Deep scars of Thunder had intrencht, and care
Sat on his faded cheek, but under Brows
Of dauntless courage, and considerate Pride
Waiting revenge: cruel his eye, but cast
Signs of remorse and passion .
. (I.599-605).
Even though he is shown to be "above them all

[the fallen

angels]," the signs of Satan·s battle in heaven are showing.
The "care" mentioned here shows he is worried about the
dismal situation in hell, but his "dauntless courage" and
"considerate pride waiting revenge" show he is not about to
let the situation get the better of him.

Even though he

acts "cruel," his eyes show signs of "remorse and passion."
Satan is trying to act heroic, but the doom he feels because
of the fall takes away all glory and shows how upset he
really is.
As Satan looks on his fellow angels, Milton describes
them as ''(Far other once beheld in bliss) condemn'd / For
ever now to have thir lot in pain" (I.607-608).

The

contrast here between the "bliss" and "pain" shows how far
down the angels have fallen.
hell.

They are "for ever" doomed to

Even though they "have thir lot in pain," Milton

adds, "
wither·d .

. yet faithful how they stood, / Thir Glory
" (I. 611--612) .
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Even though the angels are

aware of their miserable state, they still remain "faithful"
to Satan's cause.
As Satan observes all this,

"Thrice he assay'cl, and

thrice in spite of scorn, / Tears such as Angels weep, burst
forth, at last/ Words interwove with sighs found out thir
way

(I.619-621).

Satan is trying to muster up all the

pride and courage he can, but his emotions overcome him.

He

is finally able to "burst forth"; his bravado has almost
regained its momentum even though he must speak through his
"sighs."
In this speech Satan discusses the revolt in heaven:
that strife
Was not inglorious, though th' event was dire,
As this place testifies, and this dire change
Hateful to utter
.(I.623-626).
The fallen angels and he may still claim glory even though
they have fallen to hell.

The "dire change" is not what

they were expecting and the transformation is "hateful to
utter" because the change has been so great yet awful.
Further on, Satan admits, "

. our better part

remains/ To work in close design, by fraud or guile .
(I.645-646).

He is saying that it is best that everyone

work together, even though they must work by deceit.
After Satan hints at a rumor of a new world for them to
conquer, which is of course the world of Adam and Eve, he
says,
Submission?

. Peace is despair'd/ For who can think
War then, War/ Open or understood, must be

resolv'd (I.660-662).

Satan is telling the angels that

"peace" will never occur, and one way or the other, the
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battle must be "re1:rnlved"; "submission" will only bring more
mi::.:ery.
As Satan speaks, the angels bring out their swords, and
. the sudden blaze
Far round illumin'd hell: highly they rag·d
Against the Highest, and fierce with grasped Arms
Clash'd on thir sounding shields the din of war,
Hurling defiance toward the Vault of Heav·n
(I. 665-669)
Di Cef�are claims that "The power of these resonant lines
cannot be denied.

As poet, Milton tells it all, he presents

both sides, he can give the devil his due--� Waldock and
the Satanist school" (37).

Satan manages to rally all of

the angels back into their original "defiance."

The light

may be interpreted as the burning desire for the resolution
of their miserable state.

Through this passage, the reader

knows the demons are about to decide upon their course of
action.
In Book II, Satan gathers his crew for a debate in
hell:
Satan exalted sat, by merit rais'd
To that bad eminence; and from despair
Thus high uplifted beyond hope, aspires
Beyond thus high, insatiate to pursue
Vain War with Heav·n
.(II.5-9).
Stein says that "one source of Satan·s great power of will
and motion i:3 despair" ( AS 48).

Being on the throne in hell

has reinstated some of the courage Satan has lost, and the
"despair" he experiences causes him to pursue his revenge on
heaven.
He tells the gathered angels, "For since no deep within
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her gulf can hold/ Immortal vigor, though opprest and
fall'n,/ I give not Heav'n for lost

" (II.12-14).

Waldock writes, "The whole aim of the speech, obviously, is
to instill a mood, to cheer spirits, to confirm a
confedera�y that after the shucks it has Just been receiving
might easily be on the verge of total collapse'' (70).

Satan

points out that since they were once angels in heaven, they
still have the "immortal vigor" it takes to 1:>tay alive. Even
though the situation appears to be bad, Satan explains,
. who here
Will envy whom the highest place exposes
Foremost to stand against the Thunderer's aim
Your bulwark, and condemns to greatest share
Of endless pain? where there is then no good
For which to strive, no strife can grow up there
From Faction .
.(II.26-32).
Satan claims that having the "highest place" in h:-11 will
only lead to more wrath from heaven.

If they have "no good

for which to strive," then there will not ""le any jealousies
or fights as there were in heaven.
Satan then calls for a debate to decide what will be
done about their present situation.

Several fallen angels

speak, and through each of their speeches, Satan is
influenced as to what he will do about their descent into
hell.

The first to speak is Moloch, who is "now fiercer by

despair'' (II.45).
is for open War .

He gets right to the point:
" (II. 51).

"My sentence

As for this boldness, Stein

writes, " Moloch is an essential part of Satan, the Satan of
the 'fixed mind' and absolute physical courage" (AS. 50-51).
Moloch asks if they must "Accept this dark opprobrious Den
of shame, I The prison of his Tyranny who Reigns/ By our
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delay? ,, (II.58-60).

Moloch obviouPly dislikes hell and

claims that the only reason they are still there in the
"prh�)n" is because they have not retaliated by going back
into battle.

He also argues,

. . . what can be worse
Than to dwell here, driv'n out from bliss, condemn'd
In this abhorred deep to utter woe;
Where pain of unextinguishable fire
Must exercise us without hope of end
.(II.85-90).
The Vassals of his anger .
Moloch feels that they can fall no further; he thinks that
to suffer "without hope of end" of God's wrath is the worst
punishment they must face.
Moloch concludes,
. we are at worst
On this side nothing; and by proof we feel
Our power sufficient to disturb his Heav·n,
And with perpetual inroads to Alarm,
Though inaccessible, his fatal Throne:
Which if not Victory is yet Revenge (II.110-105).
Moloch claims they are "nothing" if they become passiv ; he
demands that even if they do not achieve "victory," at least
they can seek "revenge" on heaven.

Milton desc:ribes Moloch

after the speech: "He ended frowning, and his look denounced
/ Desperate revenge

" (II.106-107).

Since the

"revenge" is "desperate," the reader knows this plan is
futile because all of the boldness from his words comes only
from despair, not courage; therefore, he may influence Satan
to continue with the "battle," but the violence of his
nc1ture may .lead all of them to their ow 1 c1estructioi 1•
The next fallen angel to speak is Belial.

Milton

tel18 the reader, "A fairer person lost n0t Heav·n; he
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seem'd/ For dignity composed and high exploit: / But all
was false and hollow
adds, " .

" (II.110-112).

his thoughts were low; / To vice industrious,

but to Nobler deeds Timorous and slothful
117).

Milton also
. " (II.115-

On the outside Belial appears to be trustworthy and

full of 2e f-esteem, but in actuality, he is passive and
lazy.
Belial argues that Moloch's proposal is not revenge but
only a futile attempt at unobtainable glory.
would fail them:
despair .

"Open war

. our final hope/ Is flat

. " (II. 142-143).

Belial knows another war

would cause them eternal punishment worse than what they
face now.
He also reminds the fallen ones of when they were
chained to the lake and what would happen if they were to be
imprisoned again:
There to converse with everlasting groans,
Unrespited, unpitied, unrepriev'd,
Ages of hopeless end; this would be worse.
War therefore, open or conceal'd, alike
My voice dissuades .
. (II. 184-188).
The punishment for the second war would leave them totally
without hope of any kind of relief from their burden.
Belial then presents his proposal:
. these raging fires
Will slack'n, if his breath stir not their flames.
Our purer essence then will overcome
Thir noxious vapor, or enur'd not feel,
Or chang'd at length, and to the place conform·ct
In temper and in nature, will receive
Familiar the fierce heat, and void of pain;
This horror will grow mild, this darkness light
(II.213-220).
He argues that hell is their doom, and it is better to grow
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accustomed to their pligl t and endure it ra ,her than to rile
God and receive worse punishm�nts.

If they stay where they

are and do not bother God, +:.hen the punishment "will.
slack'n" and ·they will live passively, yet safely.

Milton

"Thus BeJial with words cloth'd in

sums up Belial's speech:

reason's garb/ Counsel'd ignoble ease, and peaceful sloth,
/ Not peace'' (II.226-228).

Milton warns the reader that
. Milton dislikes

Belial is lazy, yet WaJdo k ·rgues,
Be ial.

. Belial's words are not only 'cloath'd in

reasons garb':

they� reasonable.

. Mil.ton's

perfectly brazen object, in short, is to dis redit Belial"
(79--80).

Why would Milton want to "discredit" Belial?

Wa1do,:;k answers the question:
all

"What we feel most of

. is his [Satan's] refusal to give in . .

"

( 77) .

If Satan were to fol.low Belial's advice, the entire
reb�lli0n would be for nothing.

To risk the'r very

12:xi.c:.:tenc:i::; jw=.it to remain "pr,1sEdve" in hell would be an
insult to their rebel 1ature.
The third to speak is Mammon.

He argues against both

Moloch's and Belial's proposals:
. . . Let us not then pursue
By force impossible, by leave obtain'd
Unacceptable, though in Heav'n, our state
Of splendid vassalage, but rather seek
Our own good from ourselves, and from our own
Live to ourselves, though in this vast recess,
Free, and to none accountable, preferring
Hard liberty before the easy yoke
. (II.249-257).
Of servil8 Pomp .
Mammon c�ys that going against God by forae or remaining as
th,�y are in hell are both "unacceptabJ�."
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They should rely

solely upon themselves and rule and Je ruled only by
themselves.

He admits their freedom will be "hard liberty,"

bt t he echoes Satan's e8rli"']r "Better to reign in hell, than
serve in he· v;:m."
Mamrnon als,::, cla:L ms that they can "T 1rlve u:nd•::;r ev 1,
and work ease out :if p,:dn / Through labor
1

(II.261-262).
"hidden

,:i

1d endtff_n,::;e"

He also mentions the rlches of hel , the

ustre, Gems ,:1nd Gold" (II. 27 l) .

Mammon is arguing

that they create a physical, material world.

Stein points

out that ''it is the practical decision of a complete
materialist who is maintaining that paradise is within if
only the external sanction of environment can be won" (A.fi
44).

What Mammon is ignoring is their mental or spiritual

welfare, and from the very beginning of the reb�llion, Satan
has supported the continuance of a positive attitude.
Milton then turns to Beelzebub, who is described as
having "

. Princely counsel in his face
. " (II. 304-305).

Majestic though in ruin

, I
One is

reminded of Rama Sarma·s previous reference to Satan as
being a ruined cathedral; even though something or someone
may be downfallen, it or he may still retain some traces of
former grandeur.
Beelzebub begins his speech and tells the fallen angels
that hell is meant to be a prison for them:

the

king of Heav·n hath doom'd / This place our dungeon, not our
safe retreat'' (II.316-317).

Beelzebub holds the same

viewpoint as Satan about hell:
unwelcoming.
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the place is dismal and

Beelzebub also reasons that to rebel against God once
more will lead to an eternity of strife without winning.

He

then says, "Wh3.t if we find / Some easier enterprise?"
(II.344- 45).

Beelzebub remembers a rumor that God is about

to create man, and he makes the following proposal:
. either with Hell fire
To waste his whole Creation [m�n], or possess
All as our own, and drive as we were driven,
The puny habitants, or if not drive,
Seduce them to our Party, that thir God
May prove thir foe, and with repenting hand,
Abolish his own works .
.(II.364-370).
Marjorie Hope Nicolson says that this proposal is "
eminently practicable and involves the only kind of revenge
possible against an omnipotent deity who can never be
defeated by phy ical strength'' (211).

To make this new

creature their slave or part of their "party" would cause
God to regret ever er

ting man and He would have to destroy

what He creates because Man would forsake him.
Beelzebub further reasons that this plan
would surpass
Common revenge, and interrupt his joy
In our Confusion, and our Joy upraise
In his disturbance; when his darling Sons
Hurl'd headlong to partake with us, shall curse
Thir frail Original, and faded bliss,
Faded so soon .
.(II.370-376).
Overall, the entire plan is "the seduction by force or guile
of the new race God has created to serve and love Him an
time to replace the rebel angels'' (Nicholson 211).

in

Drawing

from Beelzebub's speech and Nicolson·s comment, one may
conclude that Beelzebub is jealous of new "creation" and he
would like nothing better than to see
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the original man fall

so that all following mankind will despise him.

One may

also speculate that Beelzebub wants this "seduction" to tak�
place so that the devils will not be the only ones to fall
from God"s grace.
All of the fallen angels agree to this plan, but
Beelzebub brings up the point of who will volunteer to
undergo this Journey.

He emphasizes the danger of this

mission, and whoever does go
. had need
All circumspection, and wee now no less
Choice in our suffrage; for on whom we send,
The weight of all and our last hope relies
(II. 414-417).
Beelzebub pleads that this is their "last hope"; all oth .r
plans for any kind of glory will not work.

He i L begging

for a hero, and Satan once more shows both his ambition and
pride, for Satan ''

. whom now transcended glory rais"d/

Above his fellows, with monarchal pride/ [Is] Conscious of
highest worth

. " (II. 427--429).

Summers says that Satan

is now given "his chance to prove his 'heroism· by
volunteering for the dangerous journey'' (45).

Satan has

manipulated Beelzebub into proposing that the volunteer of
this mission b� Satan himself.
opportunity here to be his own.

Satan has planned for the
He knows he can prove

himself to be a true leader and hero to the fallen ones.
His "monarchal pride" causes him to want to undergo the
journey, for if he succeeds, who will deny him the right to
reign in hell?
Satan plays on the sympathy of the others by describing
the dangers that lie ahead in his mission.
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He also tells

the fallen ones t0 settle in hell,
While here shall be our home, what best may ease
The present misery, and render Hell
More tolerable; if there be cure or charm
To respite or deceive, or slack the pain
.(II.458-462).
Of this ill Mansion .
Satan is trying to comfort the demons about their new
"home."

He implies that they should improve this "ill

mans:L,)n" and perhaps the place will be "more tolerable."
As Satan tells the others to "slack the pain" of their
new abode, he reminds them of his perilous journey:
. . I abroad
Through all the Coasts of dark destruction seek
Deliverance for us all: this enterprise
None shall partake with me . . . (II. 463-466).
Nicolson writes, "Valorous, gallant, indomitable--S tan is
all these and more, but he is also a crafty exhibitionist"
(213).

She goes on to quote the following lines:
. Thus saying rose
The Monarch, and prevented all reply:
Prudent, lest from his resolution raised
Others among the chiefs might offer now
(II.466-469).

Satan now plays the part _f the martyr; while the others
will remain secure in hell, he alone will be searching for
their "deliverance."

He sets himself up to be their savior .

Milton writes that Satan is

. winning cheap the high

repute / which he through hazard huge must earn'' (II.472473).

These lines imply that Satan plays on the emotions of

the others so that they might admire him, but the actual
achievement of this goal will be difficult.
Meanwhi e, the fallen angels
. prais'd
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That for the general safety he despis'd
His own: for neither do the Spirits damn'd
Lose all thir virtue
.(II.480-485).
Summers 1:;tates, "He [Satan] k their natural ruler, their
god, and the assembled peers recognize the fact·· (45).
Satan has become a hero to these angels, and they look to
him as being their last hope for some kind of ease from
their torment in hell.

Since Satan is not fully evil here,

he retains scime of the "virtue" he once had in heaven;
therefore, he goes on the mi u sion alone.
Satan sets out on his journey, and he encounters Sin
and Death, his offspring.
he·ven and its

He tells his daughter Sin of

joys / Then sweet, now sad to

mention" (II.820--821).

S tan admits heaven w s joyous

and because of his painful fall, he finds the memory to be
"sweet" but "sad."

He then explains his purpose for the

journey:
I come no enemy, but to set free
From out this dark and dismal house of pain,
Both him [Death] and thee, and all the heav'nly
Host
Of Spirits that in our just pretenses rm'd
Fell with us from on high: from them I go
This uncouth errand sole, and one for all
Myself expose, Pith lonely steps t,::> tread
Th' unfounded deep, and through the void immense
To search with wand'ring quest a place foretold
Should be, and, by concurring signs, ere now
Created vast and round .
.(II.822-832).
He admits hell is not what he expected before his fall,

nd

he feeh: he must "set free" everyone that fell with him.
One may speculate that since he was the first one to think
of the rebe lion, he feels the horr'ble situation is his
fault.

It is up to him to fulfill the missing glory of the
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uprising.

The Satan shown here is slightly different from

the Satan in heaven and in hell.

He is very much alone on

his miss·on, and since he views his journey as a ''wand'ring
quest," one realizes Satan does not know what he expects to
do.

This is a change from the tyrant who fought in heaven

and rallied his troops in hell.
Sin permits Satan to leave through the gates of hell
and he finds himself on the brink of hell:
. thither he plies,
Undaunted to meet there whatever power
Or Spirit of the nethermost Abyss
Might in that noise reside (II.994-997).
Nicolson admits, ''The journey through chaos requires all the
courage and strength even of Satan'' (219).

The last time

Satan was in this place was after his fall from heaven, and
one feels amazement at the boldness he has.
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Chapter II:

The Hell Within Him

This chapter examines the considerable changes Satan
tndergoes from how he was in hell.

The reader is allowed a

"personal" glimpse of Satan, �nd sympathy for him is even
more established.

I1 Book IV, Milton presents several

soliloqles by Satan.

Nic0l:on says that these solil0qies

. permit us to listen to Satan at a time when
he can speak frankly with himself, an also let us
determine to what extent he is aware 0f his own
motives.
.[The] soliloq[ies] mark A definite
step downward in Satan's degradation (236).
As Stein puts it, "It is in his consciousness that he
approaches tragedy perhaps enough to be called · tragic
vi lain" (I:.& 50).

Through these speeches, the reader is

:llowed a glimpse of Satan without the demon having to put
up a front.

Satan is brutally honest with himself, which

allows the reader to consider hi.m very much a "tragic
villain" and therefore pitiable.
When Satan finally reaches earth, Milton writes that
. horror and doubt distract/ His troubl'd thoughts,
and from the bottom stir/ The Hell within him .
(IV. 18-20) .

Satan has "troubl · cl thoughts" because he

realizes the fear he feels has been brought on by himself.
As he realizes this "hell within him,"

his

. conscience wakes despair
That slumber·ct, wakes the bitter memory
Of what he was, what is, and what must be

Worse; of worse deeds worse sufferings must ensue
(IV.23-26).
:3tein comments that "

. the future that can be

anticipated and y .tis accepted as inevitable has become a
conscious part of the past, and so, fitly, part of the
torture of memory" (8.Ji 55).

Satan worries so intensely that

he fully realizes how evil he has become.

He is not yet

wholly evil, but the realization of what he once was and
what he is becoming allow1:.: him to foresee the evil "deeds"
he wi 1 commit because of his downfall.
As his despair deepens, he notices his earthly
surroundings:
Sometimes towards� which now in his view
Lay pleasant, his griev·d look he fixes sad,
Sometimes towards Heav·n and the full-blazing Sun,
Which now sat high in his Merid an Tow·r
(IV.27-30).
Satan notices how beautiful Eden is and realizes that this
paradise will never be meant for him.

His purpose for being

there is destruction, and this realization causes him to
look to heaven, his former home, and to the brightly blazing
sun.

Since the sun is in its "meridian," its highest point,

it casts no shadows; in contrast, Satan is falling to his
lowest point and he is full of shadowy sins.
much aware of this contrast of light and dark.

Satan is very
Stein

writes, "It is a brilliant setting of the dramatic scene;
Satan temporarily breaks under the pressure, and in the long
soliloquy that follows faces as much of the truth as he can
(AS 55).

Satan begins this apostrophe to the sun "thus in

sighs" (IV. 31) .
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In his speech, Satan states,
. to thee I call,
But with no friendly voice, and add thy name
0 Sun, t0 tell thee how I hate thy beams
That bring to my remembrance from what state
I fell, how glorious once above thy Sphere;
Till Pride and worse Ambition threw me down
(IV. 35-40).
Before considering the message of these lines, one must
coneider the following historical background of the design
of Paradise
nephew,

Lon.

According to Edward Phillips, Milton's

This subject [of Paradise Lost] was first designed
a tragedy, and in the fourth book of the poem
there are six verses, which several years before
the poem was begun, were shown to me and some
others, as designed for the very beginning of the
said tragedy (qtd. in Hughes 320).

Since Milton wrote the above quoted lines before he actually
wrote

Paradise

Lost, one must acknowledge the significance

of the attitud. he has towards Satan; the very nature of the
word "tragedy" focuses on the sympathy for this lone, fallen
angel.

The impact of the lines is much more effective in

the fourth book than it could have been at the beginning
becauce Milton has had time to present Satan's character
externally, and then to present the interior motives of the
fallen demon.

Satan's speech shows his dislike of the sun

because the sun reminds him of how he himself once "shown"
in heaven before his fall, and he hates to think how he has
changed.

Subconsciously, Satan may even be comparing

himself to Christ, the son of God, a much "brighter" being.
Satan admits his downfall was brought on by "pride and worse
ambition," two faults that humans may identify with.
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This

"humanizat i,)n" of Satan allows the reader to identify with
Sata1 and therefore al ows for sympathy from the reader.
Satan also s�eculates about his treatment of God:
he deserv·ct no such return
From me, whom he created what I was
In that bright eminance, and with his good
Upbraided none; nor was his service hard
(IV. 42-45)
One cannot help but notice the change in Satan·s attitude
here.

In a flashback of Book V, as he rallies the other

angels in heaven to rebel with him, he claims they were all
"self-bt::.g()t, self raised / By .
power .

" (V.860-861).

[their] own quick'ning

Here in Book IV, Satan claims

that Goel created him, and created him "in that bright
eminance."

One m-y specul te that while in heaven, Satan

had to argue hiP cause to the fullest, no matter what lies
he told.

Now, while in Eden, Satan is all alone with his

misery, and his guard is down.

He fe�ls guilt for his

rebeJlion because God was good to him; God created Satan as
originally good, and the 1:.;ervitude in heaven was not "hard."
NichoJson comments, "Alone with himself, he can acknowledge
that the fault was not God's but his own'' (236).

Deep down

inside, Satan is fully aware that God is the creator of all
things, not to mention, as Satan puts it, "Heav·n·s
matchless King'' (IV.41).

The sadness of Satan·s tones

strongly implies that he is "homesick," a condition that any
human has encoun·-ered at least once in his life.
Meditiating on his guilt, Satan falls into even deeper
. other Powers as great/ Fell not, but
5

stand unshak'n, from within/ Or from without, to all
temptations arm'd (IV.63-65).

Satan admits the unfallen

angels did not and will never rebel against God.

He then

compreh-.nds his own situation:
Hadst thou the same free Will and Power to stand?
Thou hadst: whom hast thou then or what to
-accuse,
But Heav·n·s free Love Dealt equally to all?
Be then his love accurst, since love or hate,
To me alike, it deals eternal woe.
Nay, curs'd be thou; since against his thy will
Chose freely what it now so justly rues
(IV.66-72).
Satan fa�es the truth about his fall; he had the free will,
just like the unfallen angels, to choose to remain good.
has no one to blame but himfrn f.

He

"Heav·n·1::; free Love" is

given "equally to a11," but Satan knows love will be as hate
to him from then on; to him it "deals eternal woe."
Hamilton adds,

".

he has rejected [Heav·n·s free Love],

and is so racked with the torture of recognition that he
alternately curses that love and himself'' (25).

Satan

realizes his own inadequacy in his negation of goodness, and
he curses himself for "freely" choosing to disobey God, and
he admits that his sorrow is self-begotten.
Accepting his wretched state, Satan exclaims, "Me
miserable!

which way shall I fly/ Infinite wrath, and

infinite despair?/
Hell'' (IV.73 75).

Which way I fly is Hell; myself am
Satan is so disgraced here that he

identifies himself with "infinite wrath" and "infinite
despair''; there is no place he can ever go where he can
escape the "hell" he is experiencing or the "hell" he ha,_
become.

No positive emotion can reach him and he i� the
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cause of his own downfall.

What ever could be worse in the

human experience than to see no re ief from one·s own defeat
and ruina.tion?
One may wonder, since Satan realizes his own
destructivenecs and is saddenec by this fault, why he does
not ask for God·s forgiveness.
question.

Satan himself answers this

He says that by submission he would obtain God's

pardon, but, as he states,
. that word
Disdain forbids me, and my dread of shame
Among the Spirits beneath, whom I seduc'd
With other promises and other vaunts
Than to submit, boasting I could subdue
Th' Omnipotent .
.(IV.81-86) .
. will not allow him to

Hamilton says, "Disdain .
submit.

. He is barred from repentance by despair" (25).

Satan "seduc'd" the angels into believing this farce, and he
would be "shamed" before his peers if they were to discover
hic "despair."

Satan also add,..,, "

on the Throne of Hell,

While they adore me

. I The lower still I fall,

nly

Supreme/ In misery; such joy Ambition finds" (IV.89-92).
Even though he is the leader of hell, he is also ··supreme in
misery"; his "ambition" has caused him al

of this

affliction, and his pride is his despair.
Satan's common sense also plays a part in this denial
of forgivenness.

He speculates that he could regain his

former state of glory but realizes
. how soon
Would highth recall high thoughts, how soon unsay
What feign·ct submission swore: ease would recant
Vows made in pain, as violent and void.
For never can true reconcilement grow
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Where wounds of deadly hate have pierc'd so deep:
Which would but lead me to a worse relapse,
And heavier fall . . . (IV.94-101).
Stein writes, "If God should grant him grace, he would only
fall again, more heavily.
despair" (lw... 5).

And so he touches the root of his

If Sata·1 were to regain his position in

heaven, "high thoughts," his ambition and pride, would cause
him to rebel again, but this time, he would :xperience a
worse relapse," a "heavier fall," because he ha:3 been
"wounded" and "scarred" by hiG foul and sinful rebellion.
This experience may be compared to human life; once one has
fallen, the temptation to fall bact into bad habits will
always be there, and the consequences of a second downfall
may be worse than the original fallen state.
Satan finally resolves that there is no turning back,
and to boost his spirits, he adds, "So farewell Hope, and
with Hope farewell Fear,/ Farewell Remorse; all Good to me
is lost; / Evil be thou my Good'' (IV.108-110).

Hamilton

comment;3, "After the torment of self-questioning he is
confirmed in evil, and proceed . .: with his task of revenge"
(26).

Satan reasons that if he cannot have goodness, then

he must settle for evil and make the best of a bad
situation.

All of his "hope" is gone, but with it goes

"fear"; for if he accepts and fully understands the depth of
this "evil," he has nothing to "fear."

The bravado may be

considered pitiable because Satan has nothing positive left
to turn to.

He has given up all "hope" for "goodness."

he previously states, "

As

. all his [God's] good prov·d

.ill in me/ And wrought but malice" (IV.48-49).
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Milton describes Satan during this soliloquy:
Thus while he spake, each passion dimm·ct his face
Thrice chang·ct with pale, ire, envy and despair,
Which marr"d his borrow·ct visage, and betrayed
Him counte feit, if any eye beheld (IV.114-117).
Satan·s emotions are so strong during this speech that his
physical appearance changes.

Nicholson says, "Further

changes in his physical appearance reflect the moral
descent" (236).
despair.

His face becomes "dimm·d" with his fury and

His "borrow·ct vJsage," that is, bis former

appearance in heaven, is "marr"d" and his grandeur has
diminished.
Satan·s appearance has deteriorated to the point that
Uriel, a sentinel to the Garden of Eden,
Saw him disfigur·d, more than could befall
Spirit of happy sort: his gestures fierce
He mark"d and mad demeanor, then alone,
As he suppos·ct, all unobserv·ct, unseen
(IV.127-130).
Because Satan is downcast and despairing, his physical
features have changed and Uriel knows that the fallen angel
is not a "spirit of happy sort."

He also notices Satan·s

despe:t ate movements and the "alonenesr:.:."

These descriptions

show th8 toll Satan·s rebellion has brought upon his
physical self.

In the human experience, when one acquires a

serious illness, one·s physical appearance changes.

Looking

back on days of good health may cause one to wish for former
vigor and vitality.

A pitiful kind of identification may be

made here.
As Satan draws closer to Eden, the loveliness of the
place has a noticeable effect on him:
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. And of pure now purer air
Meets his approach, and to the heart inspires
Vernal delight and joy, able to drive
All sadness but despair
.(IV.153-157).
Stein comments, "The air inspires joy to the heart.

But no

matter how luxuriously, and innocently, the description
seems to wander, it never ceases to explore the drama of
Satan't3 co:n13c.,.oufn1et.rn" (/1E. 58).

The innocence and natu1:·al

wonder of Eden deeply touch Satan.

He feels the glory of

the garden, and it brings him "delight and joy," although
his happines:3 is still marred by the "deep despair" bis fall
has brought upon him.
As he goes nearer to Eden, even this "semi-happiness"
grows dim.

Milton writet3 that Satan "saw undelighted all

delight'' (IV.286).

Satan has convinced himself so

thoroughly that he is evil that he cannot enjoy the beauty
of Eden.

When he finally sees Adam and Eve, Satan is

. still in gaze, as first he stood" (IV. 356).

The

impact of seeing God's new creations leaves Satan in a daze,
but their presence causes him to speak, yet to speak sadly.
Satan "scarce thus at length fail'd speech recover'd
sad" (IV.357):
0 Hell! What do min� eyes with grief behold,
Into our room of bliss this high advanc't
Creatures of other mould, earth-born perhaps,
Not Spirits, yet to heav'nly Spirits bright
Little inferior; whom my thoughts pursue
With wonder, and could love, so lively shines
In them Divine resemblance, and such grace
The hand that form'd them on thir shape hath
pour'd (IV.358-365).
Hamilton explains that the reader sees a "

. strain of

something approaching tenderness in his character.
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. We

see it

when h� is moved towards pity, and even love,

by the first sight of Adam and Eve in their unsuspecting
happine::;s

. " ( 25).

Sat n feels "grief" here because of

the beauty and innocence of Adam and Eve.

They remind him

somewhat of "heav'n1y spirits" and this remembrance causes
him pain and perhaps a twinge of guilt.

He tnows he "could

ove'' the happy pair because of their resemblance to his
once fairer state in heaven.
Satan, fully aware of his agony, addresses Adam and
Eve:
Ah gentle pair, yee little think how nigh
Your change approaches, when all these delights
Will vanish and deliver ye to woe,
More woe, the more your taste is now of joy;
Happy, but for o happy il -secured
Long to continue, and this high seat your Heav'n
Ill fenc't for Heav'n to keep out such a foe
As now is enter'd .
.(IV.366-373).
The loss of joy that Adam and Eve will experience is the
same loss of joy Satan has encountered.

Satan is very much

aware of the destruction of happiness in hi� mission, and he
realizes the "woe" he is about to inflict upon them.
even goes as far as to refer to himself as the "foe."
adds, " .

He
Satan

. yet no purposed foe/ To you whom I could pity

thus f, rlorn / Though I unpitied'' (IV.373-375).
Hughes says in his notes, " .

Merritt Y.

though Satan is beyond

God's pity, he feels an impulse to pity Adam and Eve" (95).
Satan almost "pities" Adam and Eve because they, unlike him,
are unfallen and innocent; and Satan will cause them to be
as foul as he.

This "pity" shows a sense of guilt and these

emotions prove Satan is not yet wholly evil, which makes him
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pitiable because he is so miserable.
Satan concludes this speech on an honest note:
And should I at your harmless innocence
Melt, as I do, yet public reason just,
Honor and Empire with revenge enlarg'd,
By conquering this new World, compels me now
To do what else though damn'd I should abhor
(IV. 388···392).
The "innocence" i::if the u:nfallen pair makes Satan soft
hearted, and he knows he should "abhor" his destructive
mission.

Beca1se of his promise to the fallen angels and

his pride, he is "comp'::!lled" to continue.

As the leader of

hell, he has to finish the task, however repulsive the idea
seems to him at the time.

Milton concludes, "So spake the

Fiend, and with necessity, / The Tyrant's plea, excus·ct his
devilish deeds'' (IV.393-394).

Satan has to carry on becau e

of his fallen state and the hopelessness of ever receiving
redemption.

He must dismiss all thoughts of turning back,

and this dismissal, though necessary, is still very painful
to him.
Satan spies on the couple, and when he sees them
aside the Devil turned/ For envy, yet with

kissing, "

jealous leer malign/ Ey'd them askance
504).

" (IV.502-

Hughes speculates, "Satan's envy of the love of Adam

and Eve was traditional.
love" (98).

The devils knew desire but not

Satan shows his "envy" in the following lines:

Sight hateful, sight tormenting! thus these two
Imparadis't in one another's arms
The happier E..dfill, shall enjoy thir fill
Of bliss on bliss, while I to hell am thrust,
Where neither joy nor love, but fierce desire,
Among our other torments not the least,
Still unfulfill'd with pain of longing pines
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(IV.505-511).
Hamilton points out that Satan·s reaction here '' is
explicitly that of Bnvy and malice, though inevitably it
causes him to reflee . on the absence of love in Hell and the
torment of unfu filled desire" (28).

As Satan has said

before, he does not know the difference between love and
hate, and seeing the happiress in Eden causes him to regret
his foulness.

Satan knows only lust and realizes this

"desire" will not bring hl.m the "bliss" he mentions.

His

"pa .n of longing" is for the love he is denied by his fall.
Who, in the full human experience, can say that he has not
been denied access to something he wants?

This deprivation

cauces sorrow in anyone who has been through thir3 "fierce"
yet unfulfilling "der:dre."
Drawing himself together, Satan resolves to "seduce"
man.

Before departing, he tells Adam and Eve, "

. Live

while ye may, / Yet happy p ir; enjoy, till I return, /
Short pleasures, for long woes are to succeed'' (IV.533-535).
Satan is very much aware of Adam and Eve·s bliss, but
because be knows only "short-lived pleasures" and "long
woes," he is very unhappy in his predicament.

There is no

turning back.
Discovering that Eve is

be easiest prey, Satan comes

to her at night disguised as a toad.
with

He fills her dreams

. distemper·c1, discontented thoughts, / Vain

hopes, vain aims, inordinate desires / Blown up with high
conceits ingend'ring pride'' (IV.807-809).

Stein states thL t

"Satan at the ear of Eve seems to be endeavoring to complete
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her creation-- in his image, the archetype of pride" (AS_
93) . These above mentioned "thoughts" are the 1:�ame as
Satan·s. He is filling Eve·s subconscious with ideas of
discontentment, vanity, and a weakness he knows so well,
"inge 1d·ring pride."

As Hughes states, "Pride is prominent
. " ( 1 O 7) . The
in Satan·s successful attempt on Eve
reader may make some sort of identification here, because it
is the beginning of the end of innocence, the innocence of
man.
While �atan is next to Eve in the Garden, Zephon and
Ithuriel, two guardian angels of heaven, catch him at h's
mischief.

Satan is forced to return to his natural guise,

and the two angels question the demon·s true identity.
Sat n hars ly answers,
Know ye not me? ye knew me once n0 mate
For you, there sitting where ye durst not soar;
Not to know mee argues yourselves unknown,
The lowest of your throng .
.(IV.828-83 ).
Satan·s sarcasm here covers up his pain.

Nicholson says

that here Sat-n ''starts up, rePuming his own grand etature,
proud, arrogant, diPdainful of minor angels who fail to
recognize one who was long their superior'' (243).

He brings

forth his bravado and pride and makes light of the fact that
. [their] throng."

they were "the lowest of

He thinks

he i= still as shining as he once w·s in heaven, but what he
soon discovers makes him aware of his fallen appearance as
well as state.
Zephon, noting Satan·s scorn, says to the fallen one,
Think not, revolted Spirit, thy sh1pe the same,
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Or undiminioht brightne�s. to be k1own
Ar.; vfru?n +.h,)U ::::t0,)d'st in H-::�av··· upright and p1..u-e;
That Glory then, when thou no more wast good,
Departed from thee, and thou resembl'st now
Thy FJ·n and place of doom obscur-=: and foul
(IV.835-840).
Zephon blatantly tellu Satan that the glory is there no
longer.

Satan might be djsillusioned by the thoughte of hie

former gr�ndeur, but the demon shows only the degradation of
Zephon·s reply to Satan 1a a rude awakening:
. abasht tle Devil stood,
And felt low awful goodness is, and saw
Virtlle in ,:-.r sbap,:=-: how lovely, saw, and pin· d
His loss; but chiefly to find here observ'd
His lustre visibly impaired; yet seemed
Undaunted .
. (IV.846-851).
NichoL·on o )serves that "The former goo

and the increasing

evil in Satan are inextricably mingled here.

. His

indomitable Pride wins over momentary regret and remembrance
of times lost'' (243).

Because Satan has been banished from

heaven, he no longer encounters those who dwell there.

Tbe

shock of Zephon·s words and the "goodness" Zephon radia .es
cause Sata1 anguish in the knowledge he once was just as
radiant, but by thls fall, he lost his grandeur. Even though
Satan acknowledges his fallen appearance, he tries to remain
"undaunted."

To show that he is as downfallen on the inside

as he is on the outside would prove his cause a failure.
Once again Satan must deny what has actually happened to
him, and �orrow is the result.
Soon after this meeting, Zephon and Ithuriel bring
Satan before Gabriel, and Satan defends his leaving hell and
coming to Eden:
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. Lives there [in hell] who loves his
pain?
Who would not, finding way, break loose from Hel ,
Though thither doom·a? Thou wouldst thyself, no
doubt,
And boldly venture to whatever place
Farthest from pain, where thou might'st hope to
change
Torment with eas·, and soonest recompense
Dole with delight, which in this place I sought;
To thee no reason; who know·st only good,
But '=\Vil hast n,)t tri. d .
. (IV. 888--896).
By these lines, Satan shows the impact his rebellion has had
up0n him.

He admits he wished to escape from the "pain" of

his new domain, and that Gabriel would never understand Luch
torture since "evil hast not tri'd" the unf· llen one.

From

a human standpoint, one may indentify with Satan·s reasoning
because the "good" angels do not know of the horrors of
evil.

lnly thr ugh experience may one know the sorrowful

"pain" of which Satan speaks.
Gabriel answers Satan with, "O loss of one in Heav·n to
judge of wise, / Since S�tan fell whom folly overthrew, /
And now returns him from his prison scap·t·· (IV.904-906).
Gabriel is insulting Satan here, but his insults cannot be
taken as offensive.

Recalling Satan·s earlier lines, Stein

points out the " .

. direct truth, the truth of innocent

inexperience that has not (according to Satan·s taunt) tried
evil.

And Satan has experienced that truth" (8..S.. 20).

One

may view Gabriel as having "folly" because he speaks of what
he has not experien ed first hand.

Satan, on tbe other

hand, reminds us of our fallen condition, and we are able to
see his argument much more clearly.
Satan's power to move the reader continues in Book IX,
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for its contents are similar to Book IV.

Nicholson writes,

"Again, ac in Book IV, we are a.lone with him [Satan] as he
reveals himself in soliloquy'' (281).

Through the speeches

in this book, Satan still arouses sympathy from the reader.
After the unfallen angels drive Satan from the Garden
of Eden, he resolves to return there.

He knows he must

e

careful because the angels are watching for his re-entrance.
. thence full of anguish

Milton writes that Satan is "

driv·n, / The space of seven continu·ct Nights he rode/ With
darkness .

. " (IX. 63-65).

The sad thoughts of hi,

mission drive him closer to his goal, y t he goes in
"darkness."
When he arrives in the Garden, he chooses to hide
within the form of the Berpent.

Satan "thus .

resolved,

but first from inward grief/ His bursting passion into
plaints thus pour'd'' (IX.97-98).

Sat n knows he must

continue w ' th hio seduJtion, but the pain he feels within
himself causes him to stop and reflect on what he is about
·to undertake.

The "bursting passion" within him makes him

realize how dismal his situation has become.
As Satan looks around Eden, he laments about what
earthly beauty is being denied to him:

"With what delight

could I have walkt thee round, / If I could joy 11
aught

" (1X.114-1F).

William McQueen states,

the m3gnificent scene, of which he is fully aware,
on y serves to increase his torment'' (64).
that earth is not create

Satan laments

for him to enjoy; in fact, he
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feels that nothing is for him to enjoy.

He is so miserable

in his fallen state that he has no joy whatsoever.

As he

looks at the different s�eneries, he says,
. I in none of these
Find place or refuge; and the more I see
Pleasures about me, so much more I feel
Torment within me, as from the hateful siege
Of contraries; al_ good to me becomes
Bane, anrt in Heav·n much worse would be my state
(IX.118-123).
Nicholson comments,
There is momentary regret for the Heaven he has
lost, a faint flickering of the former angelic
conscience at th· idea of destroying the Paradise
on earth. But the 'fixed will' and 'obdurate
Pride· have hariened still more. Wherever Satan
is, there is Hell (281).
Satan finds that the two worlds of heaven and hell are
contradicting themselves within his conscience.

He feels so

disgraced in his downfall that he can find no place to hid ;
his "torment" follows him everywhere he goes.

His evllness

is taking away all "pleasures" from him, and it saddens him.
Since Satan is denled all pleasure, he sees himself as
"hopeless":
. [I do not hope] to be myself less miserable
By what I seek, )Ut others to make sucb
As I, though whereby worse to me r.dound:
For only 1n destroying I find ease
To my relentless thoughts .
. (IX. 126-130) .
McQueen says of Satan, "His perception of lost possibilit'es
only increases his drive towards destruction

. " ( 64) .

Satan feels that if he cannot be happy, then no one else
should be.

As B. Rajan puts it, "Unable to alleviate his

misery he finds solace only in making others as mlserable as
he is" (104).

If Satan is to be destructive, he finds some
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ease in knowing others 1re suffering just as he is.

As for

Adam and Eve, 3atan is envious of their happiness on their
earthly paradise, and h1:: feels th1::ir happiness should be
destroyed.
As he continues to ponder his situation, he makes up
his mind that he must carry on, no matter what the
c.ircunwtanccs:
what will not Ambition and Revenge
Descend to? who aspires must down as low
As high he soar'd, obnoxious first or last
T- basest things. Revenge, at first though sweet,
Bitter ere long back on itself recoils;
Let it; I reek not, so it light well aim'd,
Since higher I fall short, on him who next
Provokes my envy, this new Favorite
Of Heav·n, this Man of Clay, Son of despite,
Whom us the more to spite his Maker rais'd
From dust: spite then with spite is best repaid
(IX.168-178).
Rajan states that Satan· s " .
mind is dise... sed with the
obsession of revenge" (104).

Satan admits his "ambition"

leads to the "revenge" of going against God's wishes.

He

knows this rebellion will eventually backfire on him, and he
will be punished.

He remembers he was once a "f vorite of

heav·n," yet his fall stripped him of his glory.

Satan

fe�ls betrayed by Gol, and he is so engrossed in his envy of
the innocent Adam and Eve that he is willing to endure an
eternity of sufferi g for one moment of "sweet revenge."
The time comes for Satan's "revenge":
He sought them both, but wished his hap might find
� separate, he wish'd, but not with hope
Of what so seldom chanc·ct, when to his wish,
Beyon his hope, � separate he spies
(IX.420-424).
The reader may wo1der why Satan prefers Eve to Adam, and the
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fallen one himself provides the answer:
. Then let me not let pass
Occasion which now smiles, behold alone
The Woman, opportune to all attempts,
Her Husband, for I view far around, not nigh,
Whose highe · ittellectual more I shun,
And strength, of courage haughty, and of limb
Heroia built, though of terrestrial mould,
Foe not informidable, exempt from wound,
not .
. (IX.479-487).
Satan knowe Adam·e intelleatual powere are greater than
Eve·s, so she will be the easier of the two to tempt.

Satan

also fears Adam·s physical "strength" because of the pain he
experienced in the war in heaven; he does not want to take
any chanc8s of another overthrow.
As he m kes his way towards Eve, Satan notices the
loveliness of the garden:
Person more'' (IX.444).

"Much hee the Place admir'd, the

Satan is entranced by Eve·s be uty.

Mil ton add1:.;,
What pleasing seem·ct, for her now pleaRes more,
She most, and in her look sums all Delight.
Such Pleasure took the Serpent to behold
Thls Flow·ry Plat, the sweet recess of Eve
Thus early, thus alone; her He•v'nly form
Aneelio, but more soft, and Feminine,
Her graceful Innocence, her every Air
Of gesture or least action overaw·ct
His Malice, and with rapine sweet bereav·ct
His fierceness of the fierce intent it brough
That space the Evil one abstracted stood
From his own evil, and for the time remain'L
Stupidly good, of enmity disarm'd,
Of guile, of hate, of envy, of revenge
(IX. 453-466)
The wonderous beauty of Eden is enhanced by the vision of
Eve, and Satan feels the "delight" that the innocence of Eve
has upon him.

With this "delight" one senses that in these

few moments Satan wants to fall in love with Eve, but
because he is capable of feeling only lust, love for her is
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impossible.

The very sight of her, for a short time, almost

returns him to his original state of goodness, and all of
Hamilton

his negative attitudes are forgotten for a moment.
adds, "

. it is exactly because he is capable of such a

lapse from evil th�t Satan is so deeply tragic.
then, in Satan·s plight is matter for tears .

. Here,
" (30).

Even though Satan is in a semi-state of goodness, his
malice soon returns:
. the hot Hell that always in him burns,
Though in mid Heav·n, soon ended his delight,
And torture, him now more, the more he sees
Of pleasure not for him ordain'd: then soon
Fierce hate he recollects, and all his thoughts
Of mischief, gratulating, thus excites
(IX.467--472).
For the first time since his fall, Satan is able to feel
something close to goodness, but the realization of Eve
being unattainable causes him to feel his "self-hell."

He

is tormented by knowing that Eve is not, and never will b ,
meant for him.
Regaining his self-composure, Satan says,
Thoughts, whither have ye led me, with what sweet
Compulsion thus transported to forget
What hither brought us, hate, not love, nor hope
Of Paradise for Hell, hope here to taste
Of pleasure, but all pleasure to destroy,
Save what is in destroying, other joy
To me is lost
.(IX.473-479).
Satan is aware that for a short while he was tempted to
"forget" about his mission and follow the innocence of Eve.
He must remind himself he is in the garden "not [for] love,
nor hope of Paradise for Hell," but for the seduction of

(

l'

I

Man.

According to McC"�ueen, "Satan composes himself
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for .

. the temptation.

repellent, and .
(64).

Even Satan finds the task

must make a strong effort of the will"

Stein adds, "

. in priming himself for the

temptation of Eve, he talks as though destroying is more
than a passive relief: it is called his only pleasure and
joy "

(Ll.li

9).

Since happin1:;ss and love will never be for him

to enjoy, Satan·s only pleasure is destruction.
even go as far to say that

One may

ecause Satan cannot have Eve, he

wants to d_stroy her: if he cannot have her, no one will.
Just before Satan approaches Eve, he states,
. s much hath Hell debased, and pain
Infeebl"d me, to what I was in Heav·n.
Shee fair, divinely fair, fit Love for Gods,
Not terrible, though terror be in Love
And beauty, not approacht by stronger hate,
Hate stronger, under show of Love well feign"d,
The way which to her ruin now I tend (IX.487-497).
Satan knows there is no hope for redemption, and he accepts
+,hat he has fallen forever.

He admits Eve is too "divinely

fair'' for the foul intentions he has for her, yet because of
her virtue, he will be able to seduce her.

One may also

speculate that there is a fine line between love and hate,
and because he cannot love her, his hate will have to
suffice.

Hence, his "Love well feign"d" is actually not as

artificial as it seems.
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C1apter III:

Forbidd�n

ruit

In the pr�vious two shapters, s�tan has be9n establshed
as a le�cer with her�ic qualities and a f3llen angel with
pitiable tra·ts.

Th� following chapter will establish

why Milton 1ortrays Satan as he coes.
Sat n approashes Eve disguised as n serp�nt:
pleRsing was his shape, / And lovely, never sjn0e of serpent
kine lovelier·· (IX.503-505).
wi l

He knows his attractiveness

g,=::t Eve's attention, and he goes n-:.)arer to }1�r:
He bolder now, uncall'd before her stood;
But as in gaz� admiri1g: Oft he bow'd
Hir turret Crest, and sleek enamell'd Neck,
Fawning, anc lick'd the ground whereon she trod.
His gentle dumb expression turn'd at length
The Eye of �v. to marl his play .
(IX.523-528).

H_ shows his admiration for Eve's beauty by st ring

t her.

This act is part of his temptation and part of his own
w,)nder at her appearance.

He flatters Eve by saying, "Thee

all living things gaze on, all things thine/ By gift, and
thy Celestial Beauty adore/ With ravishment beheld"
(IX.539-541), and she "
among Gods

. shouldst be seen/ A Godess

. " (IX. 546-547).

Satan knows Eve is vain

because he previously spied on her while she was talking to
Adam.

Satan overheard her discussion on gazing at her

reflection in a stream:

. I started back,
It started back, but pleas'd I soon return·a,
Pleas·ct it return·ct as so0n with answering looks
Of sympathy and love .
.(IV.462-466).
At first Eve does not realize that the beauty she sees is
her own, but after she dis�overs it is hers, her vanity
causes her to stare at herself.

This gaze is much like the

look Satan fixes on her ir the Garden of Eden.
After S,:'ttan compliments Eve, Milton writes, "Into the
Her.1 rt of Eve his words made way" (IX. 550) .

Milton is

beginning to show the reader Satan·s true nature.

The

fa len angel is gaining Eve·s trust through her weakness,
vanity.

From a human standpoint, we all have our

weaknesses, and for someone to gain our confidence through
our vulnerabi ities is grossly unfair.
Satan then brings up the subject of the Tree of
Knowledge and claims that from the fruit he gained his
wi�dom.

He leads Eve to the tree and appeals to her

sense of reason:
. ye shall not Die:
How should ye? by the Fruit? it gives you Life
To Knowledge: By the Threat·ner? look on mee,
Mee who have touch'd and tasted, yet both live,
And life more perfet have attain'd than Fate
Meant mee, by vent'ring higher than my Lot
(IX.685-690).
Nicolson describes Satan·s words to Eve:

"Eve knows that it

is her duty to follow Reason, but subtly and deftly, step by
crafty step, Satan confuses her Reason by apparently
irrefutable logic, the fallacies of which she is incapable
of detecting'' (285).

Satan persuades Eve to believe that

the frui.t has made him "higher" in knowledge than other
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creatures and that the fruit could not harm her; it could
only help her.

Eve does not realize that the serpent offers

no tangib - proof he has eaten the fruit; he just offers her
hig words.
After a little more coaxing, his words ''Into her heart
too easy entrance won'' (IX.734).

Eve falls for Satan·s

seduc:tion:
. her rash hand in evil hour
Forth reaching to the Fruit, she pluck'd, she eat,
Earth felt the wound, and Nature from her seat
Sighing through all her Works gave signs of woe,
That all was lost. B·ck to the Thicket slunk
The guilty Serpent .
. (IX. 780-785).
The temptation is over, -nd the impact of Eve·s sin is felt
in nature and in the "gu1lty serpent."

A change in tle

reader·s attitude towards Satan occurs here.

Rama Sarma

says, "Ethically considered he forfeits our sympathles"
(90).

All throughout the rebellion and the descent into

hell, Satan has been rallying for his cause.

Even when he

is sorrowful in his soliloqies, he maintains his
determination to seduce man.

When the actual seduction does

occur, Satan must resort to trickery.

Hamilton admits, "As

deceiver, spy and tempter, he will stop at nothing that can
serve his single purpose of revenge" (27).

Gone are the

glory and ambition; even the remorse he had for his fallen
state is degraded by his base way of achieving his goal.
After the temptation, the serpent must "slink" away; the
grandeur has been transformed into foul deceit.
As if this "transformation" is not enough, Milton goes
on to show Satan for what he really is.
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When Christ comes

to the Garden to punish Adam and Eve,
. terrifi'd
Hee [Satan] fled, not hoping to escape, b t shun
The present, fearing guilty what his wrath
Might suddenly inflict . , . (X. 338-341).
One is reminded of the naughty child who does not want to be
caught with his hand in the cookie jar.

The courageous,

bold leader who c aims so much grief over his downfall is
now a sneaky, scared villain.
Satan returns to hell to brag about his accomplishment,
and he admits to his followers,
True is, mee also he hath judg'd, or rather
Mee not, but the brute Serpent in whose shape
Man I deceived: that which to mee belongs,
Is enmity, which he will put between
Mee and Mankind; I am to bruise his heel;
His seed, when is not set, shall bruise my head:
A World who would not purchase with a bruise,
.(X.494-501).
Or much more grievous pain? .
Satan is so self-involved that he does not realize the full
impact of this prophecy.

He almost passes the blame off on

the serpent, and he thinks the only punishment will be a
simp.le "bruise. "
Milton then says,
So having said, a while he stood, expecting
Thir universal shout and high applause
To fill his ear, when contrary he hears
On all sides, from innumerable tongues
A dismal universal hiss, the sound
. ( X. 504-509) .
Of pub.lie scorn .
Satan expects all of the demons to rejoice in his "victory,"
but all he receives is the "hiss" of "public scorn."

The

demons have been transformed into serpents, and he himself
turns into one.

Nicolson tells the reader, "Now we witness

the complete degeneration of a grand and majestic Archangel,
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I

I

who

1.

I

')IlC":;

stood next to God ju Heaven" ( 297).

As for the

reader's reaction to the "degen":;ration," Nic0lson says,
are inevitably alienated from admiration'' (186).

we

Satan·s

qualities of heroism and leadership have deteriorated into
disgusting, writhing foulness.
Milton leaves the reader with a final look at Satan and
crew:
. hiss for hiss return·ct with forked
tongue
To forked tongue, for now were all transformed
Alike, to Serpents all as accessories
To his bold Riot: dreadful was the din
Of hissing through the Hall, thi8k swarming now
With complicated monsters, h.ad and tail
(X.517--523).
The "fnrked tongue" is poetic justice for Sa an since he
used verbal deceit to obtain his goal of seducing Eve, and
thereby to have his revenge on heaven.

Each of the demons

receives this punishment of being turned into a serpent, and
the reader is shown that all the fallen angels in hell are
indeed "c0mplicated monsters."
this scene of Satan

ct�

Milton deliberately places

,_. the last one because he wants to
C'

remind the reader that Satan, for all his heroic qualities
and pathetic characteristics, is and always will be the
enemy 0f man.
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Conclusion

Satan has now been established au being heroic,
What is the reason for Satan

pitiable, and despicable.
being portrayed like this?

One may refute Blake's idea that

Milton was "of the Devil's p,:lrty without kno�1ing it" because
of Mil�on·s purpose in creating the character of Satan as he
does:

1ilton wants the reader to feel adm ration and

"sympathy for the devi " so t -iat the re r der may see how he
is drawn into Satan's spell.
first fools the reader.

Just as Satan fools Eve, he �t

When Milton shows Satan in h s true

light, �he reader realizes he has fallen for the deceit that
Satan has used throughout Paradise Lost.
The problem now is how the reader reacts when he
discovers he has been drawn into this illusion.

Thom r s F.

Merrill does help the reader to understand this predicament:
we ought

. to look .

. at the whole Satan

predicament with its comp ete range of Satanic attitudes
that we, as fallen humans, of CJUrse share'' (288).

When

one admires Satan, perhaps it is because one is untried in
the ways of deceit and does not know any better, since the
human experience iP limited, being mortal.

As for pitying

Milton's Satan, perhaps he reminds us of ourselves, and
since both man and Satan are fallen, in pitying Satan, we
pity ourselves.
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